
 

 

 

Brentwood Planning Board Meeting Minutes 09/22/22 
Present:   Kristin Aldred Cheek – Chairperson  

Bruce Stevens – Vice Chair Doug Finan Ned Matson 
Jon Morgan Stefanie Kizza Paul Kleinman 
Brian West Mark Kennedy Kate Locke-Parks 

 
Town Planner: Glenn Greenwood 
Meeting held at Brentwood Town Hall 

 
Open Public Hearing 

Aldred Cheek opened the public hearing. 

Kizza is attending via Zoom. 

 
Continued Site Plan Review Application. Applicant Joseph Falzone, Owner River Run Development 
LLC. 41A Mill Road, tax map 217.048.000. Proposal for an age-restricted development. Jurisdiction 
was invoked 4/7/2022.  
Matson recused himself, Stevens motioned to have Kennedy join the board, Finan seconded. Kleinman 

questioned why West is not motioned to the board, Aldred Cheek explained that when this hearing 

started, they had agreed to have 1 consistent alternate. Matson states that West has also been present 

at all of the meetings. Motion stands, Finan, Stevens, Kizza and Aldred Cheek vote aye, Kleinman votes 

nay, Morgan abstains. Motion carries, Kennedy joins the board as a voting member. 

Email from Cameron Miner, 18 Fellows Rd, dated 9.22.22, on behalf of abutters, regarding housing 

density. GIS system was used to look at acreage and parcels west and east of 125 and made 

comparisons, the number of housing units, the growth that this development will represent and housing 

density. West asks if the density is that great does that go along with rural character. Aldred Cheek 

states that we need to make zoning changes so that we can quantify rural character and have something 

to measure against. West argues that we already have ordinances in place. Aldred Cheek agrees but we 

do not have a “measuring stick.” West states that if houses are 50’ or less apart that doesn’t go along 

with rural character. Morgan states that in Miner’s email he referenced that the USDA defines rural as 

“500 people per square mile.” Stevens agrees and states that is something we could add to our 

ordinances, but it does not apply to this application because it is not currently part of our zoning 

ordinances. Aldred Cheek states that this is splitting Brentwood, and the community as a whole will still 

be below that threshold. Kleinman disagrees with Stevens, feels we do have rural character defined in 

our ordinances and we need to use common sense, points to 300.002.008.003 section “P.” Kennedy asks 

Kleinman how he would tell the consensus of rural character. Kleinman again refers to section P, states 

again that he believes there is language and wording in there that can be utilized and also using a 

commonsense application as it applies to this project. Kennedy states Kleinman is going on his own 

definition, or his feeling of his definition of rural character. Kleinman disagrees. Greenwood states the 

density allowance for this project was in the Senior Housing ordinance that was in place at the time of 

the application, which has since been voted out, this applicant followed density allowance under that 

ordinance. If you are going to use the language from the ordinance than you must consider that the 

density allowance was in that ordinance and this developer has developed to that standard, and the 

ordinance needs to be looked at as a whole. Aldred Cheek explains that in cluster type developments, 

such as this, you do allow the buildings to be closer together in order to protect the buffer areas and 



 

 

allow for some land to remain undeveloped. Matson states that rural character has been a Board 

concern since the beginning of this project and was even brought to the attention of the developer and 

nothing really changed. Miner, explains his email and that the point was to establish the fact that this 

development will change the density on that side of 125. Everything stated about the age restricted 

housing ordinance was correct, but he believes it is still up to the Planning Board to prevent runaway 

development. Asks if the board has the ability to restrict these types of developments. Stevens explains 

that is not the role or authority of the Planning Board but of the Towns People and that is why they vote 

on these ordinances. Miner asks if the Board can ask the developer to scale back a project. Stevens 

responds, yes, the Board can ask anything. Miner asks if the developer was ever asked to scale back this 

project. Morgan states he is uncomfortable with one Board Member having a conversation with the 

public without it going through the Chair. Miner would like an answer to the question: was the 

developer ever asked to reduce the volume of units in order to comply with rural character. Aldred 

Cheek responds she would have to go back to the beginning and look to see if he was asked to scale 

back. Bill Dale, President of Mills Falls Neighborhood Association (MFNA), in relation to this project has 

there been any disclosed conflict, any disclosed ex parte communications with the developer. Aldred 

Cheek asks if he has anything specific. Dale states that the last meeting was supposed to include a River 

Run work session, the MFNA submitted a clear statement via email on where the Town’s responsibilities 

are when it comes to protecting residents’ water and where the State’s line is. MFNA submitted that 

email and came to the meeting and while that work session was not the first order of business it became 

the first order of business so that out of courtesy people did not have to stay for the meeting if there 

was not going to be a discussion, what was not made clear was that this would then lockdown the topic. 

This was something that the MFNA submitted because it is a grave concern to their community. Towards 

the end of that meeting when the Board was reviewing notes Stevens’ advocacy for this developer 

showed clear biased from MFNA members’ perspective. Dale continued that he was not allowed to 

speak about this development and his neighborhood’s concerns and that the Board then began 

discussing “rural character.” Aldred Cheek states that she was present at that meeting, she was not 

acting as Chair that evening as she was attending via Zoom, but she did shut down the conversation 

which Dale was referring to. Aldred Cheek apologized for not discussing the submittal that night, stated 

it could be discussed this evening. She also clarified that the reason “rural character” was being 

discussed was in preparation for the work session scheduled for 10.5.22 at 7pm. Stevens explained that 

his comments came about due to reviewing minutes from the previous two meetings, and a Board 

member contacting Benedix via email stating that Falzone’s comments regarding “rural character” and 

the psychiatrist should be in the minutes. Dale expressed he felt Stevens was advocating for the 

developer and not the town’s people. 

Aldred Cheek asked about the court cases that were circulated via email to the Board, she raised 

concern that these cases were sent from the applicant’s attorney to Stevens. Stevens agreed and 

explained the content of the emails and why they are relevant to this hearing. Aldred Cheek states she 

understands the context and applicability, however communication usually goes through the Board 

Chair, the Administrative Assistant, or the general Planning Board email account. Aldred Cheek asks if 

there was other communication and why did that go directly to you [Stevens]. Stevens responded that 

he mentioned one of these court cases at a meeting where he was acting as Chair. Stevens explained 

that he sent the information to Greenwood and asked him to distribute it. Greenwood mistakenly sent 

the information to nonexistent email addresses, so Stevens had redistributed the information to the 

Board Members with their correct emails. Aldred Cheek explained that the issue she was concerned 

about was where the information originated and would like to have a better understanding of any 



 

 

conversations that have gone on outside of the process. Kleinman states he believes this was proceeded 

by a comment he made regarding a CUP that as a matter of law, we as the determining body can reject 

certain assumptions, methodologies and therefore conclusions of experts. Kleinman believes that this 

was Stevens’ attempt to rebut that point to the extent that this was done ex parte through the 

applicant, causing concern. Aldred Cheek reiterated that the cause for concern was not the information 

itself, but where the information came from. Greenwood states this is still completely appropriate. 

Attorney Johnson states he has not had any contact with Stevens, he sent case law to Falzone and 

Falzone sent the information to Stevens. Stevens says that is correct, he received the information from 

Attorney Johnson via Falzone. Stevens states he will not recuse himself over this as he was speaking to 

the case law. Aldred Cheek states that every communication from Mr. Falzone and his lawyer has thus 

far been addressed to herself, the Planning Board, the Administrative Assistant or Mr. Greenwood. Finan 

states Stevens is the Board Vice Chair and asks if that has any relevance. Morgan states we are trying to 

do everything by the book and communication for the entirety of this project has been correct up until 

this point, when it is received from the applicant. Kennedy recommends Greenwood speak as to 

whether or not Stevens should recuse himself. Greenwood states the information did not go directly to 

him, it did go to Stevens, it emanated from a discussion at a meeting where Stevens was acting as Chair, 

and it did not strike Greenwood as odd when Stevens sent him the information. Kleinman states the 

court case was brought up during the meeting which the CUP was discussed. Greenwood states that 

when he received the information from Stevens, from his perspective, it had been received from 

Attorney Johnson, Stevens was acting as Chair during the meeting it was referenced and Stevens was 

the Board Chair for 35 years and that is why Greenwood sent it out, just as he would do for any Planning 

Board member.  Greenwood states he has done that innumerable times since working for the Town of 

Brentwood. Greenwood did not see any red flags when he received the information, and he knew at 

least one of those cases had been discussed at a prior meeting. Greenwood does agree that most 

everything has gone through himself, the Chair, and the Administrative Assistant, but states the Board 

has a Chair and a Vice Chair and believes this is a non-issue. Morgan asks Greenwood if he feels 

differently knowing there is some confusion about who sent the information to Stevens, Greenwood 

responds “not particularly.” Attorney Johnson states that he has not had any communication with any 

Board Members other than Chairwoman Aldred Cheek, Town Planner Greenwood, and Town Councel. 

Matson states that when he recuses himself it has always been Vice Chair Stevens that has filled his seat 

and is quick to bring Kennedy up to the table, believes it is the Chair’s decision. Matson states this 

strikes him as another bias. Aldred Cheek states that she commented early on that she felt it was 

important to have one person consistently serving, knowing that a member would be recused, knowing 

that it was a complex hearing and that it was likely going to go on for a long time. Matson states that 

West has also been at every single meeting. Falzone states that he received phone calls at the very 

beginning of this process from Morgan. Morgan states this is false, that he and Mr. Falzone have a 

mutual acquaintance. Morgan states he spoke with Mr. Falzone outside the Brentwood Recreation 

Center, (BRC), before one meeting. Falzone agrees and states Morgan asked him to call someone about 

buying land, states he called this man who is from Exeter. Morgan states that is incorrect and that the 

point of the discussion was whether or not this project had to be 55+. Falzone states his point is, “if 

someone asks me something, I talk to them.” Morgan states he introduced himself, but that he and Mr. 

Falzone have not had any communication outside of the process since then. Aldred Cheek states that 

she is comfortable with what Greenwood said, there is nothing nefarious, it is case law that was already 

discussed. Aldred Cheek wants to be transparent. Dale questions why Stevens is still at the table, asks if 

his executive role at Highland Hardwoods is a conflict of interest. Stevens states that he does work for 



 

 

Highland Hardwoods, but they have never sold any material to Mr. Falzone, or one of his contractors for 

any of his projects. Aldred Cheek states there is a process for recusal, and she is trying to be transparent.  

Truslow’s letter dated 9.12.22 regarding the CUP, specifically condition B, “the significant reduction in 

either short or long-term volume of water contained in the aquifer or in the storage capacity of the 

aquifer” was discussed. “The proposed use will not cause a significant reduction in either the short or 

long-term volume of water contained in the aquifer or in the storage capacity of the aquifer; (3/1998).” 

Letter discusses aquifer recharge and withdrawal of ground water, concluding that there should not be a 

significant reduction in either the short-term or long-term volume of water contained in the aquifer or in 

the storage capacity of the aquifer if the proposed measures are implemented and stormwater 

management features are adequately maintained to allow for groundwater recharge. Finan states that 

the phrase “there should not be significant reduction,” is not confirming that there will not be any 

reduction. Finan also questions the definition of short-term and long-term, states he Googled those 

terms and found that short-term could be 30 days to 1 year and that long-term could be 1 year to 30 

years. Stevens states the state of New Hampshire manages and authorizes well withdrawals and 

controls the water in the state and they delegate that to the Department of Environmental Services, 

DES. Greenwood states testing for contaminants and well levels will be done indefinitely at the site. Well 

levels of an offsite well will be tested for 3 years. There is both a short-term and long-term component 

to this which is what Truslow was addressing. Kleinman states he would question the assumption which 

states the recharge will be 38,681 cubic feet or 289,334 gallons during a 1-year frequency storm event, 

which would lead to him questioning the conclusion. Dale, MFNA President, discussed the letter he 

submitted to the Board on September 13, 2022, on behalf of the Mills Falls neighborhood. Dale states 

they need more monitoring to prove there will not be an impact and to get accurate results. Dale is 

concerned that the State says they do not know if there will be any harm, the Town’s hydrogeologist 

(Truslow) says there should not be any harm and at the same time there is no recourse if something 

happens to their wells. This is not just a water level issue or an issue with recharge but a Clean Water 

Act issue as well. Dale states again there is not enough information to say there will not be a problem 

and there is no recourse. Aldred Cheek states that this is about volume, not quality, the Board already 

voted on part A of the CUP which was about quality. Kleinman clarifies his previous statement about 

water recharge calculations, he stated the calculation was done by Exeter Environmental, it was actually 

an addendum to their report and calculations were done by Beal’s and Associates. Kleinman further 

clarifies that he does not believe the calculations are wrong but that he disagrees with the nature of the 

assumption based on the 1-year storm frequency event, believes there is better data to make that 

assumption. Aldred Cheek states that Truslow’s report seems very straightforward. Kennedy states that 

the test was done at twice the full-blown volume, similar to a stress test. Greenwood states that Board 

members, and himself, are lay people when it comes to ground water resource, and we need to rely on 

our experts and what they tell us. DES, Truslow and Shoppe have methodologies which they are 

required to use to answer the questions that our ordinance asks them to answer. Dale, MFNA, states 

according to DES it is not a matter of harm but how much harm. Any well you put in will cause harm. 

There is nothing to protect citizens if something happens to their water. Matson asks how often experts 

go out and check the water and say there is a problem. Greenwood states it happened with this study, 

the Towns reviewer had them change several aspects because she felt the Board was not getting the full 

picture. In the majority of hydrogeologic studies by a consultant for an applicant, it is changed by the 

time it is reviewed and approved by the town. There are almost always absolute differences between 

beginning and end as a result of having our expert look at them. Matson states that he was mostly 

asking about denials. Greenwood states that the planning process is 99% of the time a process toward 



 

 

approval. He continues to say that the Town has standards and that once those standards are met it is 

presumed that the approval will be granted. Neil Helberg, Lewis Engineering, Water Supply Engineer, 

prepared the preliminary report, the testing setup, the analyzation of all the data, the presentation of 

that data to the State of New Hampshire in the final report and the receipt of the letter back from the 

State of New Hampshire approving the report. Helberg also prepared the conservation plan for the State 

which spells out the monitoring, etc. that must be done, that was also approved by the state. Helberg 

states they follow all of the rules set before them by the State, we don’t question the laws of the State 

of New Hampshire. Kleinman states that the Beals’ calculation that he is referring is one sentence on a 

ground water recharge calculation. Greenwood states that the reason it is only one sentence is because 

it is only referring to the bioretention storm water device that he is talking about, it does not refer to the 

infiltration of the entire site. Morgan confirms that the pump test was done once, in April, prior to the 

“severe drought.” Attorney Johnson states that the procedure that has been followed is consistent with 

what the bylaw requires, referenced 700.003.004.006.002 and believes Truslow’s report reaches the 

conclusion in B. Dale, MFNA, states that the State made it “very clear” that 72 hours of monitoring was 

insufficient information and that they needed 2 years of additional monitoring. Helberg states that all 

the information that was provided was done to the State’s requirements. 

Stevens motions to accept that the applicant has met condition B, the proposed use will not cause a 

significant reduction in either the short or long-term volume of water contained in the aquifer or in 

the storage capacity of the aquifer, Kennedy seconds, Aldred Cheek, Stevens, Kennedy and Kizza vote 

aye, Kleinman, Morgan and Finan nay, motion carried. 

Stevens motions to vote in the affirmative that condition E has been met, other site specific 

conditions as determined by the Planning Board (3/2016), Kennedy seconds, Aldred Cheek, Stevens, 

Kennedy and Kizza vote aye, Kleinman and Finan nay, Morgan abstains, motion carries. 

Greenwood goes over his comment letter: 

1. The applicant offered to make certain off sight improvements along Mill Road the most 

prominent of which was the agreement to install guard rails along the roadway in a location 

agreed to in consultation with the Road agent and Town Engineer. 

2. In coordination with on-going public water system testing the applicant agreed to increase 

the offsite monitoring from two years to three years. 

3. In agreement with the suggestion of the Towns consulting hydrogeologist the applicant 

agrees to use Green Snow Pro certification for snow management on site. 

4. The soils found on site with high nitrogen levels are to be spread around the property in a 

way to decrease the impact of the high nitrogen levels. 

5. The applicant agreed to increased buffer/landscaping plantings for any units whose location 

subjects them to other properties on three sides. 

6. The applicant agreed to inform the Planning Board if NH Fish and Game permitting resulted 

in any changes to the proposed stormwater management infrastructure proposed or 

wetlands permitting infrastructure proposed. 

7. The applicant needs to prepare a bonding cost estimate for road and stormwater 

management construction that needs to be approved by the Town’s engineer and then 

secured by a cash bond or irrevocable letter of credit. 

8. All state and federal permits must be approved and noted on the cover page of the plan set. 

9. Full final versions of homeowners’ documents must be provided to the Planning Board. 



 

 

10. Electronic versions of the final plan set must be provided by the applicant. 

Aldred Cheek also notes: 

1. Soil test on topsoil to determine if phosphorus is needed. 

2. Nitrogen should be at least 50% slow release. 

3. Applicant agreed to turn the headstone over to the Cemetery Trustee, Joyce Keegal, this has 

been completed. 

4. Education or interpretative materials in the clubhouse to ensure that conditions are met on 

an ongoing basis, i.e.: Greensnow & water conservation. 

5. Any state agency requirements. 

Morgan asks if Three Ponds (a similar development by the same developer), has sidewalks. Falzone 

states they do on 1 side of their roadways. Morgan would like to know how this will affect town snow 

removal when the Town takes over the road because the Town does not have sidewalks or sidewalk 

snow removal equipment. Falzone states he would be okay with it being a condition that the town does 

not maintain the sidewalks. Sidewalks must be maintained. West asks what happens to the Greensnow 

program in 3 years when the Town takes over the road, the rest of the Town does not utilize this 

program. Morgan would like the HOA to assume Greensnow differential. Greenwood states that making 

this a condition for longer than the applicant owns the road seems legitimate. Any additional cost 

associated with maintaining this road according to Greensnow guidelines should be paid for by the HOA 

could be a condition. Morgan states he believes there is an opportunity here for the Board to have, 

especially in a situation where there are already reduced impact fees, a situation where the Board can 

reduce that subsidization by the town through a road impact fee. The town of Brentwood currently does 

not have a road impact fee, this can be discussed during the upcoming work session. Miner states he is 

in support of the Greensnow differential being absorbed by the HOA. Brandy Bolduc, 13 Mill Road, 

would like to see these issues resolved before the project is voted on. Greenwood states again that the 

sidewalk issue and Greensnow differential can be conditions of approval. Morgan states the Board 

should not make uninformed decisions and suggests asking Town Counsel before voting. Falzone states 

they have agreed to plow sidewalks and pay differential. Attorney Johnson adds that they will put these 

two discussion topics in the final HOA documents that will be approved by Town Councel. Greenwood 

states if the applicant agrees to the conditions of approval and these topics are in those conditions there 

is not a question of legality. Morgan would like HOA documents to state the differential cost associated 

with Greensnow Program and the cost of maintaining sidewalks, including material, equipment and 

training will be assumed by the HOA. 

CONDITIONS: 

1. The applicant will be responsible for the cost of making certain offsite improvements along 

Mill Road including the installation of guardrails. 

2. In coordination with on-going public water system testing the applicant agrees to offsite 

well monitoring for two years beginning after 80% of the units have been occupied. Results 

of this well monitoring will be forwarded to the Town Administrator. The costs incurred by 

testing and monitoring are borne by the applicant. 

Falzone is agreeable to this stating that they will be submitting reports every six months and the State 

will see if there is a problem within this timeframe. 

3. In agreement with the suggestion of the Towns consulting hydrogeologist the applicant 

agrees to use Green Snow Pro certification for snow management on site. 



 

 

4. The applicant will spread soils with high nitrogen levels around the property during 

construction. 

5. The applicant agreed and detailed the increased buffer/landscaping plantings units that 

need more privacy. 

Those units will be noted in the Notice of Decision by unit number. 

6. The applicant will inform the Planning Board if New Hampshire Fish and Game permitting 

results in any changes. 

The intent is that the Planning Board would be notified of any significant changes to the proposed plan. 

The Board has the right to revoke the conditional approval if any of the state permits/approvals cause a 

change in the plans.  

7. The applicant needs to prepare a bonding cost estimate for road and stormwater 

management infrastructure construction that needs to be approved by the Town’s engineer 

and then secured by a cash bond or irrevocable letter of credit. 

8. Full final versions of homeowners’ documents must be provided to the Planning Board for 

Town Counsel review. These documents shall include requirements for Green Snow 

certification at the expense of the homeowner’s association. The condominium documents 

will also make clear that winter sidewalk clearing is the responsibility of the homeowner’s 

association. 

9. Electronic versions of the final plan set must be provided by the applicant. 

10. Topsoil throughout the site will be tested to determine if phosphorus is needed as 

recommended by Truslow, LLC. 

11. Nitrogen fertilizer should be at least 50% slow release. 

12. Educational materials will be provided to the residents regarding wildlife, wetlands, water 

use through the HOA to ensure conditions are met. 

Stevens motions for a conditional approval of 180 days, Kizza seconds with 12 conditions. 

Roll call vote: 

Finan votes to DENY. 

He believes the request of 71 homes is overwhelming just because 71 homes fit does not 

mean you should build 71 homes. Finan provided a document outlining his concerns which include, 

the nitrate loading area, he believes the septic design of 125 gallons per unit is too low, groundwater 

tables and recharge, the impact on the wildlife habitat and the loss of rural character. 

Kennedy votes to APPROVE. 

States all conditions have been met. 

Kizza votes to APPROVE. 

 States she is comfortable with the reports from the professionals and believes the applicant 

has satisfied all conditions. 

Morgan votes to DENY. 



 

 

 States he agrees with Finan other than 71 homes is not concerning. 

Kleinman votes to DENY. 

 Believes this will adversely affect the neighborhood and would like to echo Finan’s comments 

and add his concern of nitrate loading and water quality impact, also notes he has an issue with the 

septic design. He rejects the design expert’s opinions as they cannot say there will be a significant 

recharge. Kleinman provided a written statement. 

Stevens votes to APPROVE. 

 He supports this motion and will uphold the rules and regulations of this Board, you cannot 

inject feelings. He states we hired experts, and the applicant has met all of the conditions. 

Aldred Cheek votes to APPROVE. 

 States there were several studies done, experts provided their professional assessments, the 

Board asked each of them clarification questions at one or more hearings, in some cases asked for 

more analysis, and she was satisfied that the evidence showed the application satisfied requirements. 

The Board worked to have an open process, listened to input, and in response asked for changes to 

the proposed development along the way. The applicant made many requested adjustments and 

applied a number of conditions. While voters have since changed the ordinance, the project met the 

senior housing ordinance requirements that were in place at the time the application was submitted.  

 

Application is approved with 12 conditions that will be outlined in the Notice of Decision. 

Morgan motions to adjourn, Aldred Cheek seconds, all in favor. 


